We propose a new variational method for treating short-range repulsion of bare nuclear force for nuclei in antisymmetrized molecular dynamics (AMD). In AMD, the shortrange correlation is described in terms of large imaginary centroids of Gaussian wave packets of nucleon pairs in opposite signs, causing high-momentum components in nucleon pair. We superpose these AMD basis states and name this method "highmomentum AMD" (HM-AMD), which is capable of describing strong tensor correlation (Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys., 2017, 111D01 (2017)). In this paper, we extend HM-AMD by including up to two kinds of nucleon pairs in each AMD basis state utilizing the cluster expansion, which produces many-body correlations involving high-momentum components. We investigate how much HM-AMD describes the short-range correlation by showing the results for 3 H using the Argonne V4 ′ central potential. It is found that HM-AMD reproduces the results of few-body calculations and also the tensor-optimized AMD. This means that HM-AMD is a powerful approach to describe the short-range correlation in nuclei. In HM-AMD, momentum directions of nucleon pairs isotropically contribute to the short-range correlation, which is different from the tensor correlation.
packet with a centroid position in phase space. We put the large imaginary values in the Gaussian centroids of two nucleons in opposite signs [8, 9] , following the idea in Ref. [11] . This treatment causes the large-relative-momentum components in nucleon pair in the AMD wave function. We call the nucleon pair with high-momentum components "high-momentum pair". In our previous work of HM-AMD [8] , it is confirmed that one high-momentum pair in nuclei gives the equivalent effect to the full space of the two-particle-two-hole (2p-2h) excitations induced by the tensor force. We obtained this conclusion by comparing HM-AMD with the tensor-optimized shell model [12] [13] [14] , which treats the 2p-2h excitations fully.
In principle, HM-AMD is a method of superposing the AMD basis states and easy to handle. This method is considered to be a promising framework treating the bare N N interaction. It is an advantage of HM-AMD that this method can be combined with TOAMD. In the hybrid method of HM-AMD and TOAMD, the AMD wave function becomes the multiconfiguration with high-momentum pair and this hybridization was shown to successfully describe the many-body correlations of the bare N N interaction in our recent study [9] . In this hybrid method named "HM-TOAMD", one high-momentum pair and the linear terms of the correlation functions are considered simultaneously. For the analysis to p-shell nuclei, we will extend this new scheme to include the multi-correlation effects by increasing both the number of high-momentum pairs and the power of the correlation functions.
For HM-AMD, it is a fundamental problem to investigate how much this new method can describe the correlations from the N N interaction. For this aim, in this paper we extend HM-AMD to include up to two kinds of high-momentum pairs in each AMD basis state and superpose them, which extends the variational space of HM-AMD. We propose a new scheme for constructing the double high-momentum pairs in HM-AMD. As the development of the previous study of tensor correlation [8] , we focus on the description of short-range correlation in HM-AMD. This study is the first application of the extended HM-AMD; we calculate 3 H using central potential with short-range repulsion and compare the results with those of TOAMD and GFMC. We also investigate the properties of the high-momentum pairs in short-range correlation and compare them with those of tensor correlation. The present extension of HM-AMD becomes the important foundation of HM-TOAMD for the application to finite nuclei with heavier mass systems.
2. High-Momentum Antisymmetrized molecular dynamics (HM-AMD) We first define the AMD wave function Φ AMD with a Slater determinant of A-nucleons,
The wave function φ(r) for nucleon is a Gaussian wave packet with a range parameter ν and the centroid position Z. The spin part χ σ is the up (↑) or down (↓) component for z direction. The isospin part χ τ is a proton (p) or neutron (n). The AMD wave function Φ AMD is projected on the eigenstates of the angular momentum J and the parity (±) using the projection operators P J M K and P ± as
The angular momentum projection is performed numerically and we take twenty points for each of three Euler angles. We prepare the AMD wave functions using various sets of the Gaussian centroids {Z i } for i = 1, . . . , A, and superpose them using the generator coordinate method (GCM). In AMD+GCM, the total GCM wave function Ψ GCM is the linear combination form of the projected AMD basis states in Eq. (3) as
where the label α is a representative quantum number to identify the projected AMD basis state. We solve the eigenvalue problem with respect to the Hamiltonian and obtain the total energy E and the expansion coefficients C α of the GCM wave function.
Next we introduce the high-momentum components in the AMD wave function in HM-AMD. In this study, we take the case of 3 H including up to two of nucleon pairs with high-momentum components as "high-momentum pair" in each AMD basis state. We prepare the basic configuration of 3 H as the (0s) 3 one in AMD with Z = 0 for all nucleons. Following the previous studies [8, 9, 11] , we consider the imaginary value of the centroid position Z for the nucleon wave packets in Eq. (2), contributing to the nucleon mean momentum as
where p = −i ∇. Owing to this relation, the high-momentum component can be included in the AMD wave function with large imaginary value of Z. Considering two-nucleon correlations induced by the N N interaction, we focus on the momenta of two nucleons, whose centroid positions are Z 1 and Z 2 in the wave packets. We give the imaginary values in Z 1 and Z 2 with the same magnitude in opposite directions as
where the vector D is real and corresponds to the momentum vector of nucleon. Equation (6) makes the two-nucleon correlations in the AMD wave function, in which two nucleons are excited from the D = 0 state to the finite D state. The relative momentum of two nucleons comes from the relation of Z 1 − Z 2 = 2iD, while the center-of-mass momentum is kept to be zero from the relation of Z 1 + Z 2 = 0. We call two nucleons with large magnitudes of D in Equation (6) "high-momentum pair". For 3 H, three kinds of high-momentum pairs are available as 1. p ↑ and n ↑ , 2. p ↑ and n ↓ , 3. n ↑ and n ↓ .
The momentum direction in the high-momentum pair is assigned by using D. Following the previous study [8] , we choose three Cartesian coordinates for momentum as
wherex,ŷ andẑ are the unit vectors of the x y, and z directions, respectively. The lengths D x , D y and D z are the shifts of momentum for each direction. In the present study, we take the length of D from 1 fm to 14 fm in steps of 1 fm for all directions in addition to the D = 0 in the (0s) 3 configuration. Under this condition, we construct the AMD basis states including a single high-momentum pair. This method is called "single HM-AMD". Linked Unlinked Fig. 1 Diagrams of the cluster expansion of the single and double high-momentum pairs with HM 1 and HM 2 . Square brackets below the diagrams represent the configurations of the many-body correlations explained in Refs. [3, 7] .
It is noted that the present high-momentum pairs defined in Eq. (7) in HM-AMD are not always the eigenstates of spin and isospin of two nucleons. If we superpose the AMD basis states utilizing the exchanges of spin or isospin of two nucleons in each pair, we can construct the two-nucleon basis states with the eigenstates of spin and isospin. This representation can help to understand the two-nucleon correlations in the spin-isospin channels for many-body system.
In single HM-AMD, following the previous study [8] , it is enough to superpose the basis states with two kinds of momentum directions D for the pairs; z (x) direction parallel (perpendicular) to that of the intrinsic spins, where the pairs in x and y directions give the identical effect for 3 H.
Next, we newly extend HM-AMD so as to include up to two of high-momentum pairs in each AMD basis state. We explain how to define two pairs using the diagrams in Fig. 1 . Single high-momentum pair provides the large-relative-momentum component in nucleon pair. This is expressed schematically in Fig. 1 (a) using the symbol of "HM 1 " and the configuration [12] for the pair, which is introduced in TOAMD in Refs. [3, 7] . We follow this expression and utilize the cluster expansion to define the double high-momentum pairs, HM 1 and HM 2 , as is shown in Fig. 1 (b) . In this case, double operations of the high-momentum pairs can produce up to four-body correlations in nuclei. For 3 H case, we consider up to three-body correlations as a linked (connected) diagram of the configuration [12:13] in Fig. 1 
(b).
We explain explicitly how to construct the basis states for double high-momentum pairs in HM-AMD, named "double HM-AMD" as follows.
1) First pair, HM 1 , is the same as that prepared in the single HM-AMD. We employ the basis states with two kinds of momentum directions, z and x, for the pairs.
2) Second pair, HM 2 , is connected to HM 1 via the first nucleon in Fig. 1 (b) , leading to the three-body correlation as [12:13] in the AMD basis states. We introduce another shift vector D ′ for HM 2 , and define the centroid parameters of three nucleons as 3) When we treat mass number 4 and beyond, four-body correlation consisting of HM 1 and HM 2 is incorporated using the unlinked diagram [12:34] in Fig. 1 (b) .
We superpose all the AMD basis states with single high-momentum pair and double highmomentum pairs shown in Fig. 1 considering the above conditions in double HM-AMD. For the Hamiltonian in the present study, we use the Argonne V4 ′ (AV4 ′ ) N N central potential with short-range repulsion, which is renormalized from the realistic AV18 potential and has four spin-isospin components [15] . We expand this potential using Gaussian functions with eight ranges for each component to calculate the interaction matrix elements.
3. Tensor-optimized antisymmetrized molecular dynamics (TOAMD) We briefly explain TOAMD for central correlation, the results of which are compared with those of HM-AMD. In this study, we consider the central-type correlation function F S to describe short-range correlation. We define two kinds of the TOAMD wave functions with single correlation function and double products of the correlation functions as
where r ij = |r i − r j |, and t and s are the isospin and spin of two nucleons, respectively. It is noted that three kinds of F S in double TOAMD in Eq. (13) are independent and variationally determined. This treatment of the correlation functions extends the variational space of TOAMD in comparison with the Jastrow method [6] . We use the Gaussian expansion to describe the pair functions f t,s S (r) in Eq. (14) as
where C t,s n and a t,s n are the variational parameters. We take the basis number N G = 10. The range parameters a t,s n are optimized in a wide range to express the radial correlation. Expansion coefficients C t,s n are determined by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix in the variation of the total energy in TOAMD [7] .
In the present calculation of TOAMD for 3 H, we set the (0s) 3 configuration for Φ AMD in Eqs. (12), (13) , which is obtained in the results of the single TOAMD wave function [7] , and commonly used in HM-AMD. The value of ν in the Gaussian wave packet is 0.20 fm −2 and 0.095 fm −2 for the single and double TOAMD calculations, respectively, which are optimized in the energy minimization of 3 H.
Results
We explain the results of HM-AMD for 3 H. We use the range parameter ν = 0.22 fm −2 for the Gaussian wave packet in Eq. (2) in AMD, which is optimized to minimize the total energy of 3 H in the double HM-AMD calculation. First we show the results obtained in the single HM-AMD. We discuss the behavior of solutions as functions of the shift vector D in Eq. (6) in high-momentum pair. We take the case of z direction with D z , parallel to that of nucleon spins, and superpose three kinds of nucleon pairs in Eq. (7). In Fig. 2 , we plot the energy surface as functions of D z with dotted lines. In this calculation, the (0s) 3 configuration with D z = 0 and the configuration with a specific D z are superposed as the two basis cases. This analysis shows the dependence of the solutions on the shift D z . On the left-hand side of Fig. 2 , the energy minimum is obtained at D z = 8 fm, which provides the mean momentum (wave number) of the single nucleon motion in high-momentum pair as
This value is larger than the Fermi momentum of 1.4 fm −1 by more than twice, indicating that the high-momentum component is variationally favored in HM-AMD. It is noted that this value is larger than that in the tensor correlation as 2.5 fm −1 [8] . These results indicate 6/11 Table 2 Same analysis as done for Table 1 . The momentum direction is x direction. that short-range correlation causes larger momentum component in nuclei than that of tensor correlation, which is consistent to the analysis of momentum distribution in light nuclei [2] . In Fig. 2 , the solid lines show the GCM calculations by adding successively the AMD basis states as increasing D z from 1 fm to 14 fm. The energy convergence is obtained at around D z = 12 fm, corresponding to the nucleon mean momentum of 5.3 fm −1 .
On the right-hand side of Fig. 2 , we show the results of the central matrix elements. The overall behavior of the results is similar to that of the total energy; the minimum position is commonly obtained at D z = 8 fm in the dotted line and converging matrix elements are obtained at around D z = 12 fm.
On the left-hand side of Fig. 3 , we show the results of the kinetic energy, similarly to the case of Fig. 2 . In the dotted line, the largest value is obtained at D z = 9 fm, which is close to the energy minimum position as is shown in Fig. 2 . It is also found that for small values of D z at around 3 fm, the GCM results show the reduction of the kinetic energy. This indicates the inclusion of the low-momentum component of nucleon motion in the GCM wave function. From the results of the converging Hamiltonian components using large values of D z , the present AMD basis states with high-momentum pairs contribute to describe the short-range correlation.
We also show the radius of 3 H on the right-hand side of Fig. 3 . In general, radius can be sensitive to the low-momentum component of the wave function, and the present results show the convergence of the radius, which indicates that HM-AMD can treat not only the high-momentum component but also the low-momentum one. This effect can be taken into account by using the smaller values of D z in the AMD basis states.
We perform the same analysis for x direction of the high-momentum pair, and confirm that the results are almost identical. This means that the short-range correlation is a central-type one and shows the isotropic property with respect to the momentum direction of pair. This point is discussed later in more detail. Table 3 Same analysis as done for Tables 1 and 2 , superposing the basis states with momenta both for z and x directions. For n ↑ -n ↓ part, the results does not change from those with x direction as shown in Table 2 .
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z and We discuss the roles of three kinds of pairs in Eq. (7) for 3 H. In Tables 1 and 2 , we show the results of each pair with z-and x-directions, where the basis states with various D z and D x are superposed. It is found that three kinds of pairs provide the similar results for all directions; energy gain is about 10 MeV from the (0s) 3 configuration. Among the pairs, the p ↑ -n ↑ pair shows the rather large positive energies. This is understood from the state dependence of the correlations of the pair. The p ↑ -n ↑ pair can describe the correlation only for spin-triplet component, on the other hand, the p ↑ -n ↓ and n ↑ -n ↓ pairs can describe the correlations of the spin-singlet component as well as the triplet one. This property results in the larger energy gain of the p ↑ -n ↓ and n ↑ -n ↓ pairs than that of the p ↑ -n ↑ pair.
In each direction, "all" is the result superposing the basis states with three kinds of pairs. It is found that z and x directions of high-momentum pairs provide the similar results. This means the isotropic property of the short-range correlation, which is different from the case of the tensor correlation [8, 16] , in which z direction is favored than x direction for the high-momentum pair and this is understood from the property of the tensor operator S 12 .
It is also found that each pair gives the unbound state of 3 H and the superposition of all pairs makes the bound state of 3 H. This property is different from the tensor force case, in which the contribution of proton-neutron pair is dominant [8] . In the present case, the superposition of proton-neutron pairs with p ↑ -n ↑ and p ↑ -n ↓ , provides the total energy of 1.27 MeV for z direction and 1.14 MeV for x direction, still unbound. These results mean that all kinds of pairs consisting of protons and neutrons are necessary to be treated for short-range correlation, because the short-range repulsion exists between all kinds of nucleon pairs.
In Table 3 , we superpose the high-momentum pairs with z and x directions and "all" is the final result using the available configurations for high-momentum pairs in single HM-AMD. It is noted that each AMD basis state involves one high-momentum pair. The resulting energy of 3 H in single HM-AMD is −7.62 MeV, which is underbound by about 1.3 MeV with respect to the GFMC result of −8.99(1) MeV [2] . This difference requires the second high-momentum pair, HM 2 , as is shown in Fig. 1 (b) in double HM-AMD. For comparison between HM-AMD and TOAMD, the single TOAMD in Eq. (12) gives the energy of −7.70 MeV, which is very close to the value of the present single HM-AMD.
Finally, we show the results of double HM-AMD using up to two kinds of high-momentum pairs, in which the additional basis states of the second high-momentum pairs (HM 2 ) are included for all three directions and all three kinds of pairs. Before showing the final results, we investigate the properties of HM 2 in the following way; we limit HM 2 to a specific momentum shift D ′ for all three directions commonly as is adopted for second pairs. Right: two momentum-directions are adopted for second pairs. "All" indicates the results including all three directions in the second pairs for comparison.
the energy minimum with respect to D ′ in double HM-AMD. This calculation is similar to the case of single HM-AMD as shown in Fig. 2 . In addition, we investigate the individual effects of the momentum directions of x, y, and z in HM 2 .
On the left-hand side of Fig. 4 , we show the results of double HM-AMD, in which all basis states of the first high-momentum pairs (HM 1 ) are included and one momentum-direction is adopted for HM 2 with the shift D ′ . "All" indicates the results including all three directions in HM 2 for comparison. For each of three directions, energy minima are commonly obtained at D ′ = 7 fm, which is close to D z = 8 fm in the results of HM 1 , as is shown in Fig. 2 . This means that the first and second high-momentum pairs cause almost the same momentum component from variational point of view.
It is found that three kinds of momentum-directions give similar energies at each value of D ′ and their differences are around 40 keV at the energy minimum point. Among three directions, z direction, parallel to the spin direction, is rather favored energetically, and provides the energy close to the calculation including all directions by less than 20 keV at the energy minimum point. This indicates the one momentum-direction effectively describes the contribution of HM 2 in the double HM-AMD.
On the right-hand side of Fig. 4 , we show the results, in which two momentum-directions are adopted for HM 2 . It is found that three kinds of combinations of two directions provide the energies very close to each other for all ranges of D ′ . The energy difference from the value of all three directions are few keV at the energy minimum point. This fact indicates that two momentum-directions of HM 2 can provide the converging solutions in the double HM-AMD. The present analysis of the momentum direction in high-momentum pairs is useful to prepare the basis states of HM-AMD for applying to heavier mass system.
We show the results of double HM-AMD superposing the basis states of all three directions of HM 2 with various sizes of the shift vector D ′ . In Table 4 , we list the results of the total energies and Hamiltonian components of 3 He in comparison with those of TOAMD and GFMC. For HM-AMD, addition of second high-momentum pair gains the total energy by about 1.3 MeV. As a result, we confirm a very nice agreement among double HM-AMD, These results indicate that HM-AMD with up to two high-momentum pairs sufficiently describes the short-range correlations in the central force. In addition, the high-momentum pairs along the x, y, and z directions nicely work to treat the correlations from the N N interaction.
Summary
We developed a new variational method of "high-momentum antisymmetrized molecular dynamics" (HM-AMD), which includes up to two kinds of nucleon pairs with high-momentum components for short-range correlation. This method is based on the superposition of the AMD wave functions. In HM-AMD, we express the high-momentum components of nucleon motion caused by the short-range correlation in nuclei in terms of the imaginary positions of the Gaussian centroids in opposite signs for nucleon pair, which is called "high-momentum pair". In this study, we include up to two kinds of high-momentum pairs in each AMD basis state by utilizing the cluster expansion. This is an extension of the previous study of HM-AMD including single high-momentum pair [8] . In HM-AMD, the AMD basis states are superposed with various momentum components and directions by using high-momentum pairs. We show the reliability of the extended HM-AMD by showing the results of 3 H using AV4 ′ central interaction; we obtain the total energy, which is close to that of the ab initio calculation. This means that HM-AMD can express the short-range correlation. In addition, the solutions of HM-AMD agree well with those of "tensor-optimized AMD" (TOAMD) for each Hamiltonian component. This fact means that HM-AMD and TOAMD are regarded as the identical framework to treat the correlation induced by the N N interaction. It is also shown that the isotropic property of short-range correlation for the direction of the high-momentum pairs, which is different from that of tensor correlation. All kinds of highmomentum pairs of protons and neutrons should be considered for short-range correlation, while tensor correlation is dominated in the proton-neutron pairs [8] .
The present analysis focus on the short-range correlation in the central force. It is interesting to apply this framework to nuclei using a bare N N interaction with tensor force as well as the short-range repulsion, which is in progress [17] . In this case, the short-range and tensor correlations should be described simultaneously. It is interesting to investigate two different characters of the correlations in HM-AMD.
In the present HM-AMD, we express two-body correlations by using high-momentum pairs, and propose the method to introduce many-body correlations from the multiple products of the two-body correlations. It is interesting to investigate the roles of each higher-body 10/11 correlation such as four-body correlation in addition to three-body correlation in heavier mass system.
The present HM-AMD is able to be combined with TOAMD using the correlation functions of the central and tensor operator types. In this case, effects of correlations can be taken into account by using not only the correlation functions in TOAMD, but also the highmomentum pairs in TOAMD. We call this new hybrid scheme "HM-TOAMD" [9] . In Ref. [9] , it is confirmed that the HM-TOAMD with single high-momentum pair and single correlation functions provides the equivalent solutions to those of TOAMD within the double products of the correlation functions. This hybrid method is a promising and efficient framework for the application to p-shell nuclei, where we shall increase the multiple correlations for the description of many-body nuclear systems.
